Clinical evaluation of Acuvue contact lenses with UV blocking characteristics.
In response to increasing scientific evidence which indicates that ultraviolet radiation (UVR) is a potential threat to ocular health, Acuvue contact lenses (Vistakon, Johnson & Johnson Vision Products Inc., Jacksonville, Florida) have been developed which incorporate an ultraviolet (UV) blocker within the lens polymer. Data are presented for the first clinical evaluation of Acuvue lenses with UV blocking characteristics. A double-masked, multicenter, prospective clinical trial involving 94 subjects was conducted. The study followed a randomized, parallel group design and consisted of 3 months of daily wear with two-weekly lens replacement. Two thirds of the subjects (61) wore the test lenses (Acuvue with UV blocker) and the remaining subjects (33) wore conventional Acuvue lenses (without UV blocker). Biomicroscopic evaluations indicated that the performance of the test and control lenses was clinically similar. No clinically relevant differences between the test and control lenses were noted in the subjective assessments of vision, comfort, or handling. In addition, no differences were shown for surface deposition, lens durability, visual acuity, and subjective symptoms. The study findings indicate that the addition of a UV blocker to Acuvue contact lenses has been achieved without affecting daily wear clinical performance. Because there is increasing evidence to suggest that the ocular tissues may be damaged by UVR, it is prudent for eye care practitioners to prescribe contact lenses that offer the benefits of both regular replacement and UV protection.